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Coyote Reaper
XXL light Kit
Predator Tactics™, Inc. has once
again set the bar at a whole new level
in the predator hunting lights and
hog hunting lights industry with the
all new Coyote Reaper® XXL.
The Coyote Reaper® XXL light features an adjustable focus, intensity
control on/off dial on the tail cap,
extended run time per battery, inter- 4
changeable LED bulb modules and
packs a punch with its beam throw
reaching distances up to 700 yards*
of target identification.
The Coyote Reaper® XXL is by far
the best performing coyote light on
the market today hands down. Our
test hunters keep sending back nothing but rave reviews from hunting
with this rifle mounted spotlight.
The Coyote Reaper® XXL is offered
in several variations to allow you to
find the right predator light or hog
light for your needs.

Coyote Reaper
XXL light Kit
4 led lens and
rifle/scope mounts included.

Retail Price $249.99

Multi-Color / Adjustable Focus / Intensity Control / 300 Yards
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Coyote Lantern
Head lamp

Coyote Reaper
Hunting Spotlight

Innovative.Durable.Powerful.Reliable.

Predator Tactics™ has brought you
the most innovative predator light
and hog hunting light kit available
today.
The Coyote Reaper™ is packed full
of features that makes it superior to
any hunting light kit on the market.
Whether you are hunting fox in the
timber, coyote hunting in the prairie
or hog hunting in the mesquite, the
Coyote Reaper™ will adapt to any
hunting situation.
The Coyote Reaper™ hunting light
will allow you to flood the beam
wide for cutting through the timber
or tighten the beam down for those
long range shots.
The spotlight allows for identifying game at over 500 yards with the
green LED light or over 400 yards with
the red LED light.

Predator Tactics™, Inc. has brought
their advanced lighting expertise to
the headlamp allowing for hands free
night predator hunting.
The Lantern Headlamp® is the newest in a long line of predator hunting
lighting innovations. Choose from
red/white or green /white LED lamps
that allow for identifying game at
over 300 yards.
The front of the headlamp is coupled with a rubber halo shield to virtually elliminate glare for the night
shooter. The Lantern also has adjustable focus and adjustable intensity
for long and short shots. And, the kit
comes complete with 18 rechargeable 650 2400mah batteries to keep
you hunting all night long.

Browning
750 Yards Of Beam Throw - Intensity Control
- Adjustable
Focus - Interchangeable Led's - Rechargeable
Strike
Force 850
Extreme Trail Camera

Coyote Reaper Spotlight
All 3 (Green, Red, and White)

Retail Price $279.99

The new Browning Strike Force
Extreme 850 Trail Camera captures
18MP images and 1280x1080 HD
video with sound, the Strike Force
850HD has an 80-ft. detection range
and adjustable IR flash modes to optimize picture control at night.
Infrared flash illuminates wildlife
out to 120 ft. 18MP Resolution Trail
Camera that Supports up to 512GB
HDXC Memory Card.

Browning Strike Force
850 Extreme Camera
18MP images and 1280x1080 HD video with sound

Retail Price $199.99

All these and So Much More Available locally at...

Mills County General Store

Located in Downtown Goldthwaite
Open Mon. - Sat. 7-6, Sun. 12-4 • 325-648-2515

Coyote Lantern
Head lamp
Choice of Red or Green.

Retail Price $109.99

